Abstract: In this paper, Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is used to estimate the time-invariant sensory function by multi-robots while performing coverage control in an environment with known obstacles. Multi-robots are deployed to explore and exploit the unknown sensory function in a given area based on their centroid of Voronoi partition. The trade-off between exploration and exploitation is weighted based on the maximum posterior variance calculated using GPR. Each robot uses the Hybrid Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle (HRVO) method to navigate without having a collision with either its neighbors or the obstacles. The presence of the obstacles may cause the Voronoi polygon is not convex so that the centroid is probably located inside the obstacle. Consequently, the centroid must be moved to the reachable point. Then, the reachable point is chosen to make the cost of coverage function, which is a function of the reachable distance and its sensory function, to be minimum. The two main contributions in this paper are: (1) Integrating estimation and coverage control based on GPR with HRVO method and (2) An enhanced strategy which adds termination iteration rule to increase the estimation and coverage time performance. Software simulations are conducted to compare the performance results by using different the number of obstacles and their locations, the number of robots, and the strategies.
Introduction
Complexity in the process of prediction and mapping of an environment contaminated with hazardous substances triggers the use of static sensor network installed in the area where dangerous events potentially occurred such as radioactive leaks in a nuclear reactor, oil spills in a refinery, substances arising from volcanic eruptions, etc. However, the static sensor network has disadvantages compared with the mobile sensor network. Mobile sensor network has more flexibility and capability to cope with variable network conditions and environmental situations as it is conducted in [1] . Static sensor network has limited coverage while mobile sensor network can dynamically reorganize correspond to the distribution of sensory function (or usually called density function).
Various concepts and missions have been researched and implemented to measure, detect, and map unknown sensory objects. Reference [2] used three low-cost fixed-wing UAVs for contour mapping of a nuclear radiation field. The UAVs flew with different altitudes and followed given waypoints around the nuclear reactor before mapping the contour of nuclear density. Reference [3] sensed gas leakage by using MOX sensor mounted in Hexacopter UAV. An overview was given by [4] comparing among the type of UAVs to make an assessment of air quality. Reference [5] offered a novel solution to confront oil spills using multi autonomous unmanned oil cleaning. Multiple robots can also be used for forest fire fighting mission in [6] or built chemical concentration map in [7] .
Various solutions have been proposed by many researchers starting from Lloyd's invention in [8] . Reference [9] uses the Lloyd algorithm to perform distributed sensing tasks using autonomous vehicles. Reinforcement learning approach for coverage control of multi-robot was proposed in [10] with a given time-varying sensory function. Another approach, by using the backpropagation neural network, successfully proves the stability of coverage control in the sense of Lyapunov in an unknown field [11] .
The coverage method in [12, 13] using Gaussian Regression to estimate and coverage density function in the convex area without considering collision avoidance. If the environment to be explored contains several obstacles, then the multi-robot need to have obstacle avoidance capabilities. The obstacle avoidance method used for this multi-robot mission is HRVO from [14] because it guarantees multi-robot navigation without any collision. HRVO performs no oscillations or reciprocal dances over the trajectory path for any robot while avoiding collision compared with Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle from [15] and Velocity Obstacle from [16] . There is a special case if the robot faces up one or more obstacles towards its goal position. In [14] , explained that if that case has happened, use some nodes which indicate some subgoals delivering to the actual goal. The A* algorithm originally proposed in [18] is used to generate subgoals.
The use of the Lloyd algorithm, also known as Voronoi iteration, requires all of the Voronoi partitions to be convex. Nevertheless, there may be one or more concave polygons. If there is a centroid of Voronoi partition placed inside the obstacle, then the robot at that Voronoi partition will confuse (cannot reach the goal position) although it will not hit the obstacle. Reference [17] called unreachable centroid point as a virtual point which was moved to the reachable point with minimum distance towards the virtual point. Because there is a sensory function in this research case, then the virtual point moved to the point which makes the cost function defined as the total of multiplication of distance and sensory value to be minimum.
There is a probability that the goal of two or more robots are almost stuck together when those robots are performing exploration. As a result, because the robots have their radius and clearance, they cannot exactly move to their goal position. If that happens, then the goal positions have to move so that the robots can be placed exactly to their goal position.
There are two main contributions in this paper. The first contribution is combining estimation and coverage control based on Gaussian Process from [13] with an obstacle avoidance algorithm based on HRVO method from [14] because of the existence of several obstacles in the environment. The second contribution is an enhanced algorithm which adds an iteration termination rule for multi-robot estimation and coverage control with faster estimation and coverage time to reach a certain variance threshold. When each robot does the estimation and coverage mission, there is a difference in trajectory length from the robots and also some robots which probably stuck at the point because the environment has too many robots. By purely using the algorithm from [13] , some robots that have reached their goal will wait for other robots which have not yet reached their goal. Moreover, intuitively, with the existence of obstacles, the difference in trajectory length among all of the robots is increasingly striking. The robots waiting for other robots become unproductive. Hence, it is decided to instruct the robots to take a new measurement and carry on the next iteration if at least almost half of the number of robots have reached the goal destination. The robots which have reached the goal position will again decide whether to explore or exploit while the robots which have not yet arrived at the goal position still follow the previous decision (explore or exploit) with new estimated sensory function and Voronoi partitions. In section IV.C, the improvement of an algorithm which we called 2 nd strategy can cover the environment faster than the original algorithm which we called 1 st strategy while multi-robot achieve the same variance of sensory function.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Problem formulation is presented in Section II. The concept of the Lloyd algorithm, the Voronoi partition, the Gaussian Process Regression, and the Hybrid Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle will be explained. In Section III, a detailed algorithm to estimate density function, a trade-off between exploration and exploitation, path planning to avoid a collision, and a modified coverage strategy towards better time performance are described. The scenarios and results of simulations are illustrated in Section IV and eventually, conclusion and future research are presented in Section V. For ease of reference, a list of symbols and notations used in this paper are given in Table 1 . 
with and are the position of the robot-and an arbitrary point in Ω respectively. The set of circle obstacles = {o 1 , 2 , … , } ∈ Ω may change the environment to be concave. Then, define the new Voronoi partition = − . Due to the existence of sensory function ( ), defined the cost of coverage function as follows:
Afterward, the Voronoi mass (
) and centroid ( ) can be computed using (3) and (4).
B. Gaussian Process Regression Let = ( ) + where is the measurement value, ( ) is the density function at x, and ε is the zero-mean Gaussian noise ~(0, 2 ). Then, the estimated density function is defined as follows:
Coefficient c and the covariance matrix are defined in (6) and (7) respectively.
where c∈R Nn×1 , y∈R
Nn×1
, ̅ ∈R Nn×Nn , and I ∈R Nn×Nn is identity matrix with N is the current number of iteration and n is the number of robots. Afterward, it is needed to compute the posterior variance of the estimate given in (8) and (9) Yaqub Aris Prabowo, et al.
where K * ∈R Nn×1 . It can be seen from the above formula that the process is non-Markovian so that the time computation will be longer along with the increase of the number of iteration.
C. Hybrid Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle
Velocity Obstacle is used to avoid collision with obstacles and other robots. In this subsection, it is briefly reviewed the concepts of velocity obstacle [16] , reciprocal velocity obstacle [15] , and hybrid reciprocal velocity obstacle [14] . Define that VOA|B in (10) as a velocity obstacle region of robot A (vA) induced by dynamic robot B assumed the velocity of robot B (vB) is constant. Assume that the robot and the obstacle are disc-shaped. D(p,r) is the disc shape with the center point in p, radius r, and clearance c. Then, equation (10) will be easier to understand with the new definition given in (11) .
With the definition in (11), robot A will obstruct with dynamic obstacle B if vA ∈VOA|B is chosen. However, obstacle velocity generates an oscillation trajectory. So, instead of only considering the current velocity of the neighbor (vB), it will be more natural if it is also considering the current velocity of the robot itself (vA). Then, the idea of reciprocal velocity obstacle arises by averaging its robot current velocity and the current velocity of the neighbor. More formally, the definition of reciprocal velocity obstacle is defined in (12) .
That definition, geometrically, can be translated so that the apex of RVOA|B is located in ( − )/2 yet it still produces a reciprocal dance because there is no deal between each robot where they should pass. 
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To resolve its problem, The Hybrid Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle concept was invented. The centerline (CL) of RVOA|B is used to determine the region of HRVOA|B. If vA lies on the right side of CL, then the apex of HRVOA|B will be placed at the intersection between left boundary of VOA|B and right boundary of RVOA|B. Mirror the procedure if vA located on the left side of CL. It also applies symmetrically to HRVOB|A. Hence, by using hybrid reciprocal velocity obstacle, each robot has an agreement where they should pass. Hence, as seen in Figure 1 the difference of VO, RVO, and HRVO lies in the position of the apex. VOA|B has an apex at vB, RVOA|B has an apex at (vA +vB)/2, and HRVOA|B apex is located with considering the centerline (CL) of RVOA|B. If vector vA is at the right of CL of RVOA|B, then the apex of HRVOA|B places at the intersection between left boundary of VOA|B and right boundary of RVOA|B.
The Algorithm
There are four outlines of algorithms i.e. estimating the density function, performing distributed coverage control, planning the trajectory to avoid a collision, and terminating the path planning. First, initialize the domain of environment Ω which want to observe with certain grid sampling, the domain of obstacles O, n number of robots, Ntotal number of iteration.
The algorithms are summarized in the form of pseudo code in Algorithm 1, the line of sight algorithm in Algorithm 2, path planning algorithm in Algorithm 3 and termination algorithm in Algorithm 4.
A. Estimating the Density Function
To compute the estimation of the sensory function ̂(x) and the posterior variance Varφ(x) at x ∈Ω, it pi the position of robot-i, and the measurement values yi of robot-i are necessary. For simulation purpose, the measurement noise is zero-mean Gaussian declared as ∼ (0,σ 2 ). 
B. Performing Coverage Control
The maximum of the posterior variance in each Voronoi region outside the obstacles is defined in (14) .
MVi is used as the mean of a random binomial distribution with a trial B(1,MVi) to determine the next decision towards the coverage. If the random value result is one, then the robot will explore the area. Otherwise, the robot will carry on exploitation. If the robot decides to explore, then the goal position of the robot is the point where the maximum posterior variance inside the new Voronoi domain of its robot. In another case, if the robot chooses to exploit, then the goal position of the robot (xi goal ) is placed at the centroid of its Voronoi region. Considering that the position at the maximum variance of one robot with another probably almost coincide, then, modify [13] by changing the posterior variance after one robot has its goal position at its maximum variance in its Voronoi region. The idea is to assign some constants less than zero around the goal point selected at the maximum variance location so that the next robot will not identify that region if it actually contains the maximum variance. The next robot will search for another maximum variance point. Then, the value of variance at the location circling around the robot's goal position with radius is the sum of twice of the robot's radius and clearance has to be changed. As a result, there will be no goal position that is located very close to each other and the robots can exactly track their goal positions. Figure 2 illustrates the difference when considering the almost coinciding goal locations and not. Without considering this issue, the robots will oscillate because they cannot track the goal positions while conversely the robots can exactly be placed into their goal positions. In the algorithm, change some values of posterior variance matrix in coordinate that intersect a circle defined with xi goal as the center of the circle with radius (2ri +ci) The line of sight condition of the robot and its goal position is necessary to compute. Because it is assumed that the shape of the obstacle in this work is a circle. Then the calculation is simply done by comparing the radius of the circle (ro) and the line (d) which project the midpoint (a,b) of the circle obstacle perpendicular to the line construct from start and goal position of the robot. It is formally defined in (15).
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That calculation is only done if geometrically the obstacle does not intersect the rectangle built with the starting point is the upper left corner and the goal point is the lower right corner or vice versa. The calculation of the line of sight condition is shown in Algorithm 2.
C. Path Planning
After all of the robots have the subgoal and goal position, HRVO method is used to get the path trajectory. The robots gather the position and velocity information from the neighbors i.e. and respectively then use its position and calculate its desired velocity towards the goal position to build the HRVOA|B region. As stated in [9] , is defined as follows
with kprop is a positive scalar gain. Assume that the radius ri and the clearance ci of the robots are the same. All of the robots also have to know the obstacles position to make VOA|O region of the robot according to the obstacles. Then, choose the next velocity ( ) of each robot from the list of available velocity vector AVi which is formally defined in (17) .
is constrained to the given maximum value of its robot velocity . If there is any suitable velocity i.e. the velocity that does not intersect the HRVOA|B and VOA|O regions:
then choose the nearest suitable velocity to the desired velocity towards the goal position using (19).
Nevertheless, if there is no suitable velocity, as explained in [15] , the penalty of a candidate available velocity ′ which contains the expected time to collision ( ′ ) and the distance from suitable velocity as follows:
The faster the robot to collide and the longer the velocity distance, the larger the penalty value. Symbol wi is a scalar weight which makes the robot tend to more or less aggressive. Subsequently, get the velocity that makes the penalty value minimum which is defined in (21).
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Define xi k+1 as the position at time k+1 or the next position after of robot-i with initial position xi 0 = pi and Δ as the time sampling. Assume that there is no uncertainty factor, then the next position can be calculated by (22).
A timeout limit (Ttimeout) for every robot to travel from its initial position is needed because there might be a goal position that is unreachable or too far. The position of the robot is changed after (22) is calculated, i.e = +1 . However, if the distance between robot and goal position is less than (the small distance threshold) for all robots s.t. ‖ − ‖ < , ∀ = 1, . . , , or timeout then it is decided that the trajectory planning has been finished.
D. Terminating The Path Planning
In [13] , the algorithm is presented without trajectory planning where the termination happens after all of the robots reach their goal position. In subsequent discussions, such algorithm is called the 1 st strategy while our proposed algorithm is called the 2 nd strategy which terminates the path planning at least only half of the number of robots arriving at the goal position. The robots reaching the goal position will decide again whether it will explore or exploit while the robot which has not yet reached the goal is still at the previous decision but with the new estimation of the density function and Voronoi regions.
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If all of the robots which
have not yet reached their goal position are forced to decide again to make a new decision in the trade-off of exploration and exploitation, then "back and forth" movement is very likely to happen. The "back and forth" movement term in this research means that the robot goes to the centroid to exploit, then goes to maximum variance point which usually places far from the centroid to explore, then goes back to the centroid to exploit again although the robot has not yet arrived exactly at those points before). The "back and forth" movement probability is big when the maximum of posterior variance values is around 0.5 because of the use of binomial distribution. To implement this strategy, define the status of the robots as list named = { 1 , 2 , … , } with three kinds of states: (0: robot reaches the goal, 1: robot do exploration, 2: robot do exploitation). Details of the algorithm are presented in Algorithm 4.
Simulation Result and Discussion
The simulation is conducted with Python script in Ubuntu 14.04 using Intel Core i5-7200U 2.5 GHz and 12 GB DDR4 RAM. We simulate the algorithm within some scenarios whereas the different position of obstacles, sensory function, number of robots, and strategy used. 
A. Scenario 1
In Scenario 1, the simulation result of the 1 st strategy is presented. The sensory function reference is defined in (23) and (24). 
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are initially placed at the center of the environment. By using the number of iteration Ntotal = 100 and the first strategy, the result is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Simulation results for Scenario 1 Figure 3a shows four circle black obstacles and eight robot positions at the first iteration marked with the green circle with its clearance around theirs. The density function estimated is shown by the contour. There are eight Voronoi regions with the centroid marked with the blue cross mark. In the Voronoi region number 5, originally the centroid is placed inside the obstacle approximately in point (0.8,0.2). The new centroid is calculated so that its position is changed and marked with a blue diamond mark. Robot numbers 0, 2, 5, and 7 run the A* pathfinding algorithm because they cannot directly run into its goal position straightforward because they face up to the obstacles. For the robots which do not do the pathfinding, yellow dot marks illustrate its robot's goal positions. For the robots that compute the pathfinding algorithm, there appeared to be some lines that connected some points with the subgoal position marked by the yellow dot, and the goal position marked by the red dot.
The HRVO trajectory of the robots described in Figure 3b which all of the robots move smoothly avoid the obstacles to their goal locations. At the last iteration in Figure 3c , all robots successfully cover the environment with its sensory function. Compared with the true sensory function in Figure 3d , Figure 3c shows almost similar Gaussian distribution characteristic although the sensory value in the densest part is different from the true function because they cannot take the measurement inside the obstacles. The coverage cost function with estimation value successfully tracks the cost function without estimating the sensory function illustrated in Figure 3e . Displayed in Figure 3f , the posterior variance value is always falling down. Figure 3g shows the comparison of time computation of coverage and estimation algorithm, A* pathfinding, and HRVO path planning. A* pathfinding computation is very light compared with others. Coverage and estimation algorithm computation size is always slightly growing as the iteration increased nevertheless it almost does not exceed the HRVO time computation. As can be seen in Figure 3h , it's difficult to reach zero mean squared error of density function because there are some points where the robots cannot measure.
B. Scenario 2
In Scenario 2, the true sensory function is considered as Figure 4c describes that the more the robots used, the less the cost function value. Reciprocally, the more the robots used, the less the average of posterior variance value as shown in Figure 4e but the longer the time consumption as illustrated in Figure 4d . The maximum variance has a moderately different characteristic whereas the maximum of posterior variance by using the number of robots from 3 to 9 always decreased but, by using 12 and 16 robots, the maximum of posterior variance value seems constant from specific iteration steps as seen in Figure 4f .
By using too many robots, the environment becomes too dense so that sometimes cause the robot cannot pass. HRVO seems unable to handle a very dense environment because of the repulsive force generated from many velocity obstacles. As a result, some robots may not track the goal position very well so that the maximum of posterior variance will not decrease especially for the goal position which contains the maximum of posterior variance.
C. Scenario 3
By using the parameter in Scenario 2, the 1 st strategy is compared to the 2 nd strategy in Scenario 3. It is necessary to know that the number of iterations does not represent the time estimation and coverage time. Therefore, the simulation will not stop because of the number of iteration, but the simulation stops if the maximum of a posterior variance of sensory function is already below the specified threshold Varthres. Hence, some variables are compared according to the estimation and coverage time instead of the number of iterations. This simulation uses Varthres = 0.5 and the comparison between the strategies is presented in Table 2 . The time spent consists of the computation of all algorithms and time of HRVO path planning. Overall, the 2 nd strategy gives faster time than the 1 st strategy to accomplish the mission so that the posterior variance is below the Varthres for the first time. The estimation and coverage mission using 9 robots is faster than using 3 or 6 robots but when using 12 robots or greater, the time spent becomes slower. It happens because the field is so dense that the computation of HRVO is going to be more complex. The comparison of maximum posterior variance and the cost function characteristic for the estimation and coverage mission using 9 robots are depicted in Figure 5 .
Conclusion and Future Research
The coverage and estimation algorithm based on GPR from [13] have been successfully modified with the existence of obstacles so that the HRVO algorithm from [14] is involved. The simulation results show good performance for coverage, estimation, and path planning using multi-robot without collision. All of the robots can finally converge to the centroid of each Voronoi region where intuitively they tend to have high-density value.
According to the result from Scenario 2 which shows the comparison by using a different number of robots, it can be concluded that there is no guarantee that the more the number of robots used, the better the coverage performance. If the number of robots used is too much, then the environment will be too dense. With HRVO method for obstacle avoidance, if the environment is too dense then each robot will be difficult to navigate because the environment domain is almost filled with restricted (HRVO) region. Based on the result in Scenario 3 which shows the comparison by using different strategies, the estimation and coverage time with the 2 nd strategy is faster than the 1 st strategy to reach a certain variance threshold.
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This work assumes that the obstacles are given a priori. Research on estimation and coverage control based on GPR using unknown and dynamic obstacles still becomes an open problem. If the robots know exactly where the obstacles are then the robots know where the reachable maximum posterior variance and centroid location are. If the environment is unknown, whether the robots must predict the location of the obstacles for simultaneous estimation, coverage, path planning, and mapping or carry on estimation, coverage, and path planning after mapping the environment.
In the future, the simulation using a hardware-in-the-loop simulation scheme will be conducted so that the performance result of the algorithm can be seen by considering the communication time which is very essential for the multi-robot mission. Then, if real robots and sensors are used, the dynamic constraint and uncertainty of the robots must be applied. Moreover, coverage control to estimate time variant sensory function which may be affected by wind velocity or another noise is an interesting issue to be the next research topic.
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